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electronic trading systems introduces:

its all-embracing solution for livestock markets



LISA : the ideal turnkey electronic solution for livestock markets
 
After more than 25 years of success providing customised solutions for agri-business markets 
worldwide, Aucxis has developed its first sales systems for the livestock industry. In researching 
the market we found that the livestock sector needed a user-friendly software package which 
would embrace all aspects of sales and administration.   Thus, LiSa (LIvestock SAles) was born.
 
Several different levels of computerisation are available to users of this extremely innovative 
package.  For example, it is possible. to retain a traditional 'shout auction' but to computerise 
all its peripheral processes efficiently and smoothly. 
 
Not only does LiSa follow the local auction but it may also be used simultaneously to buy/sell 
remotely.    To achieve the remote function it uses the latest internet technology to obtain high 
quality digital,  audio and data images. In this way, it is possible for the livestock market 
operator to achieve new strategic perspectives, such as expansion, whilst keeping his operating 
costs to a minimum. 
 
The remote sales ('away day sale' module) also makes it possible to, for example, to sell by 
auction from a farm using the LiSa system from a laptop.  Afterwards, all transaction data is 
exported to the central system of the auction and processed.
 
But the most innovative feature within the LiSa package is its template management. Using this 
unique feature the system operator can, without help from Aucxis, easily adjust the software to 
suit his market's specific needs. This results in very low maintenance costs for the package!  
 

In general



Ÿ Total package includes quick and efficient registration and processing of all supply d at and 
sales transactions, including administrative software. 

Ÿ Retention of traditional shout auction but with optional support and much more  e  fficient 
processing 

Ÿ Phased expansion is possible including the introduction of more advanced   
applications such as on-line bidding through the Internet, remote sales and the networking 
of markets

Ÿ Sales of any kind of product: LiSa is not only for the sale of livestock, it can also be used for 
selling e.g. machinery, fodder, furniture and art

Ÿ Administrative module: providing automatic consolidation of cheques and data exchange 
with e banks, flexible invoicing system 

Ÿ Basic module accounting: all data can be exported to a central accounting system
Ÿ Tailor-made adaptations using template management without Aucxis assistance

LiSa features

Ÿ User-friendly windows package including rapid search and processing of names and data 
unsuring that the administration of buyers and sellers runs smoothly

Ÿ Easy data export to standard packages for further processing (excel, access, ...)
Ÿ Software linking all branches to the main office; all data kept centrally and retrievable 

from each branch 

General advantages

The following default modules are included in 
LiSa

Ÿ Booking/Batching 
Ÿ Scan passport 
Ÿ Sales 
Ÿ Sale reports & catalogue (historical reports included)
Ÿ Financial settlement 
Ÿ Customer management 
Ÿ System  & template management 
Ÿ Optional: away day 
Ÿ Optional: remote bidding via internet



This module enables you to enter the supplied animals in a quick, user-friendly way and to draw 
up a sales catalogue to your liking. 
Furthermore, you can scan passports and the necessary checks can be done on e.g. 
tuberculosis via CMMS.
It is also possible to enter animals before the sale (prebooking), so that e.g. buyers can be 
informed of what will be sold on the indicated auction days via automatic e-mails, fax, the 
website. 

The booking module enables you to enter the products per session.  With the help of template 
management it can be customised to meet your precise needs.

Booking/batching module

 



After the animals have been booked, the accompanying passports can be scanned to complete 
the necessary product data.

 

Once the animals are booked, you have the option to print a catalogue and decide on your 
preferred layout. 

Details of the registered animals are then prepared for the auction using the batch module.  
The newly created batches will be automatically sent to the sales modules.  Consequently, the 
order of sale is determined by means of the batch module.

 



The module offers you 2 options for organising the sale:.

Ÿ By printing an auction sales sheet on which the prices are noted manually and later entered 
into the sales system.

Ÿ Using a PC your clerk  immediately enters the agreed prices. The advantage is that 
buyers/sellers can obtain their invoice/cheque immediately.

Movement files can also be produced immediately after the sale finishes.

LiSa gives you the option to sell livestock in several different ways:

Ÿ it can be sold immediately after it is entered.  The market must decide for which animals 
this method is available (in the booking module).

Ÿ a sales sheet can be printed for all animals within 1 session.  Transactions must then be 
entered manually on the sheet. Using the quick sales module the transaction can then be 
expedited.

Ÿ using the sale ring module all registered animals may be sold quickly and efficiently.  Before 
a transaction is made,  your clerk must identify the interested buyer in your list.  If the 
prospective buyer is not listed the sale ring module allows the mart to enter him as a new 
buyer and directly connect him to the weighing system and ring displays.   The display 
layout may be created to your liking for each session.

Sales module/viewsale

 



The view sale module enables the sale to be followed remotely. This enables the market to 
allocate passports per buyer during the sale.  Furthermore, using this module, the market can 
print an overview of the entire sale.

 



After the auction, the system provides the following options:
Ÿ
Ÿ print cheque 
Ÿ print invoice 
Ÿ retrieve financial reports
Ÿ retrieve historic reports
Ÿ credit control

Financial settlement module

Before the system can be taken into service, certain data must be entered or imported. For 
example:

Ÿ Information on buyers, sellers, Lisa users,....
Ÿ Definition of the fees and VAT for the calculation of the buyers invoices and sellers 

cheques.

System management module

 



Before the LiSa package can be operated, the user needs to connect to the system.  There is a 
user administration module in the LiSa package, which enables the market to set user rights per 
user.  Users can therefore be excluded from certain functions of the system at the market's 
discretion. 

After a user has been connected, the branch and the market need to be selected.  All functions 
within LiSa are within a branch (location) and market (sale day).  The user may create a market 
himself, and activate it.   Because LiSa functions on a per market basis, markets will not be 
troubled by receiving products from other markets or branches. In this way the optimum 
performance can be guaranteed. 

Connecting to Lisa

 
 

 



This very powerful module is an outstanding feature of LiSa and determines the flexibility and 
the user-friendliness of the entire system.

In cooperation with the client mart,  Aucxis will create several templates. 
Each input field for every type of sale will be configured. (for example  'PRIME SHEEP' input 
requirements will be different from 'STORE CATTLE')

In this way, markets will be sure that all system users can enter the necessary data in an easily 
recognisable form. 

The template will enable markets to create a method of booking and selling, per sale session, 
totally to its liking.  At any time, it can change templates or create new ones.  Because of this, 
it will be easy to integrate new products in the LiSa package at any time.  For example, if an 
animal is missing from the displays in the sale ring, or on your invoices of cheques, the 
template can immediataly be instructed to include it.

Template module

 



LiSa software enables marts to connect several remote branches with each other. The head 
office collects all data from its remote branches so that common financial and other reports can 
be produced. 
It is also possible, assuming the user has the necessary rights, to retrieve data from other 
connected branches.

Every branch market functions independently within LiSa. The exchange of the information 
between branches can be achieved in several ways - via the internet, via a telephone line, or 
using another communication link. 

Connecting remote branches

In addition to the automation of local sales, it is also possible to use Lisa for sales in another 
location.  The necessary sales information is prepared at the head office and exported onto 1 or 
more laptops.
At the remote location the sales data is immediately entered and cheques and invoices printed.  
Indeed, if required, it is also possible to settle payments.  On returning to head office, the 
laptop is connected to the server and the data is automatically transferred to the data bank 
when the financial balances of every customer are automatically updated.

Optional: away day sale module

Aucxis has developed a module in which it becomes possible to follow the sales as buyer or 
seller via the internet. It is also possible to bid via the internet. The user needs a modern PC 
and an internet line with a minimal 56K modem on an analogous telephone line. 
The market provides an auctioneer's assistant who constantly passes bids to the auctioneer 
using a customised quick keyboard connected to all internet customers.

Optional: remote bidding via internet module



Ÿ it provides transparency, honest competition and a faster trading process
Ÿ all transactions are processed automatically
Ÿ all relevant data immediately available to producers, buyers and the auction:  it is then 

processed as statistics 
Ÿ improved efficiency produces cost savings at different levels for the auction, the buyers 

and the sellers
Ÿ the technology provides auctions with the opportunity to expand by offering remote 

buying and interconnection (trading networks)

Why choose LiSa?

Ÿ more than 30 years experience of agri-business markets worldwide 
Ÿ use of tried and  tested leading edge technology 
Ÿ dynamic, flexible and professional 
Ÿ 48 professional staff at your service 
Ÿ 'round the clock' 365 day after sales service 
Ÿ financially strong long established company 

Why choose Aucxis?

Aucxis cvba
Zavelstraat 40
9190 Stekene

Belgium

Tel: +32 (0)3 790 17 17
Fax: +32 (0)3 790 17 18

info@aucxis.com
www.aucxis.com

CONTACT
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